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Media Guidelines at Vote Centers in Presidential General Election
11-day Vote Centers open to voters this weekend

LOS ANGELES – Los Angeles County Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk (RR/CC) Dean C. Logan reminds media outlets covering the Presidential General Election of important guidelines while at a Vote Center.

Media at the Vote Center

- Find a Vote Center – 11-day Vote Centers are opening this weekend
- View the updated Media at the Vote Center flyer with new COVID-19 guidelines
- Media is welcome to visit any Vote Center to capture footage and b-roll
- Voter interviews must be conducted outside the Vote Center
- Election Worker staff cannot conduct interviews
- Contact mediainfo@rrcc.lacounty.gov prior to arrival

The STAPLES Center and The Forum Vote Centers will have designated media areas allowing for multiple outlets to capture footage.

All Vote Centers will follow public health and safety guidelines related to COVID-19. In-person voting information and voter resources are available on the In-person Voting landing page.

The mission of the Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk is to serve Los Angeles County by providing essential records management and election services in a fair, accessible and transparent manner. For more information, visit lavote.net and follow us on Twitter @LACountyRRCC.
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